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Telomeres are DNA–protein complexes at the
ends of chromosomes that control genomic
integrity but appear to become shorter with age
and stress. To test whether stress causes
telomere attrition, we exposed the offspring of
wild-caught house mice (Mus musculus) to
stressful conditions and examined the changes in
telomere length over six months. We found that
females exposed to males and reproductive stress
(either with or without crowding) had signi-
ficantly shorter telomeres than controls, and
males exposed to crowding stress had shorter
telomeres than males that were not crowded.
Our results indicate that stress alters telomere
dynamics, causing attrition and hindering
restoration, and these effects are sex dependent.
Telomeres may thus provide a biomarker for
assessing an individual’s cumulative exposure or
ability to cope with stressful conditions.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Reproduction has benefits but it also has costs due to

reducing parental longevity and offspring quality

(Roff 1992; Penn & Smith 2007); however, the

proximate mechanisms underlying such life-history

trade-offs are unclear (Zera & Harshman 2001). One

important mechanistic link is oxidative stress, which

occurs when the production of ‘free radicals’ from

metabolic activities exceeds the capacity of antiox-

idant defences and damages DNA and repair

mechanisms (Finkel & Holbrook 2000). Oxidative

stress is a cost of growth and reproduction and

contributes to ageing (Kirkwood & Austad 2000).

Interestingly, there is increasing evidence that oxi-

dative stress damages telomeres, the complex DNA–

protein caps of eukaryotic chromosomes that function

to maintain genome integrity (von Zglinicki 2002).

In vitro studies show that telomeres progressively

shorten at each cell division until cell division ceases,

and telomere attrition is therefore suspected to play a

key role in senescence (Blackburn 2005). Many

cross-sectional studies find an inverse correlation

between age and telomere length (Monaghan &

Haussmann 2006), but there is much variation in

telomere length among age-matched individuals, indi-

cating that factors other than chronological age affect
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telomere shortening. In vitro studies also show that
oxidative stress causes telomere attrition due to direct
damage or impairment of telomerase, an enzyme that
functions to restore telomere shortening in vivo (von
Zglinicki 2002). A recent study found that women
under stress from rearing chronically ill children have
shorter telomere lengths than controls, and as short
as mothers 9–17 years older than themselves (Epel
et al. 2004). This finding suggests that chronic stress
causes telomere attrition, and that telomeres poten-
tially provide a biomarker for cumulative exposure to
oxidative stress. This stress hypothesis needs to be
tested, however, with longitudinal studies and experi-
mental manipulations with other species.

Our goal was to experimentally test whether
chronic stress, either from reproduction or crowding,
influences telomere dynamics in house mice (Mus
musculus). We used the offspring of wild-trapped
house mice, because laboratory mice do not provide a
good model due to their unusually long telomeres
(Hemann & Greider 2000). We manipulated repro-
duction and crowding, as these are ecologically
relevant stressors that probably cause oxidative stress
(Alonso-Alvarez et al. 2004; Wiersma et al. 2004;
Miyashita et al. 2006), and examined the changes in
telomere length over six months. Our results indicate
that chronic stress affects telomere dynamics by
causing attrition and hindering repair.
2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
We used juvenile mice that were the offspring of wild-caught mice
in Austria. We provided bedding, wood wool, tissues and cardboard
tubes as nesting materials. Each experimental cage consisted of
three standard (type II) mouse cages connected with plastic tubes
to increase space (0.115 m2). Water and food (Altromin rodent diet
1324) were available ad libitum. The animals were kept under
12 : 12 h light/dark cycle with an ambient temperature of 23G38C
and relative humidity of 65G10%. The experiment was conducted
from March to September 2005, and the procedures were approved
by the Austrian Ministry of Education, Science and Cultures’
Animal Care and Use Committee.

At four weeks of age, we assigned the animals to one of the
three experimental groups. We housed females in large cages
together with (i) one male and removed all offspring at 21 days of
age to reduce interbirth intervals (reproduction treatment, REP),
(ii) one male and we left female offspring to increase density
(crowding treatment, CRD), or (iii) no males but one sister to
avoid isolation stress (control, CTRL). We used the mean of two
control females for our statistical analyses. To control for potential
familial effects, we systematically assigned females from four-sister
litters placing two in the control group and one each in treatment
groups (each group was replicated 10 times). We did not include a
similar control for males because males fight violently.

We collected blood to obtain DNA before the onset (before any
births) and after termination of the experiment. To obtain DNA, we
bled mice at 6, 14 and 16 weeks of age (75 ml each) and the blood was
pooled (sample 1), stored in equal amounts of 50 mM EDTA and
kept at K708C for later DNA extraction. The experiment
was terminated when the animals were six months old (mean age:
183.4G0.6 days). The animals were anaesthetized using ether,
euthanized by rapid decapitation and blood was collected in 50 mM
EDTA and frozen at K708C (sample 2). We extracted DNA using a
commercial kit (DNeasy Tissue Kit, Qiagen) and measured the mean
telomere length of white blood cells using a real-time PCR method
(Cawthon 2002) adapted for mice (Callicott & Womack 2006).
A specially designed oligonucleotide primer set hybridizes to the
TTAGGG and CCCTAA repeats and selectively amplifies telomeric
DNA: longer telomeres lead to quantifiable acceleration of amplifi-
cation. The amplification of telomeric DNA is compared to the
amplification of a single-copy gene DNA of the same sample. We used
MapK1 as the single-copy gene with the following primer sequences:
Mapk1-F: 50-GCT TAT GAT AAT CTC AAC AAA GTT CG-30

and Mapk1-R: 50-GAT GTT CTC ATG TCT GAA GCG-30. All
the samples were compared to one reference standard (relative
telomere measurements), and the value of sample 1 (before
This journal is q 2007 The Royal Society
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Figure 1. Mean change in telomere length (Gs.e.m.) for (a) females and (b) males. The treatments include reproduction
(REP), reproduction and crowding (CRD) or controls (CTRL). Negative values indicate telomere shortening, whereas
positive values indicate a gain.
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treatment) was then subtracted from the value of sample 2 (after
treatment). Negative values indicate telomeric attrition and positive
values a gain. The procedure was carried out on an ABI (Applied
Biosystems International) 7300 real-time PCR machine.

Before conducting statistical tests (SPSS 12.01), we confirmed
that all assumptions were met. Since we had a priori predictions for
the direction of telomere changes over time (attrition) and among
groups (CTRL!(REP, CRD)), we used isotonic regression to test
for among-group differences (Gaines & Rice 1990), directed
Dunnett’s pairwise multiple t-tests for females and a directed t-test
for male differences (Rice & Gaines 1994). To test whether
telomeres changed length over time, we compared the mean values
with the 0 reference value by using one-sample t-tests. We
predicted telomere attrition over time (mean telomere length
change!0) and used directed tests. We obtained the critical values
for each directed test from the p values of the corresponding one-
tailed test, by using g/aZ0.8 as a pragmatic conventional value
(Rice & Gaines 1994). Using two-sided tests does not change the
interpretation of the results, except that the observed increase for
telomeres in males of reproduction group becomes significant.
Averages are shown as meanGs.e.m. Sample sizes between the
experimental groups differ because two females and two males of
the reproduction treatment and one female of the crowding
treatment died during the experiment.
3. RESULTS
Females in the reproduction treatment weaned more
offspring (25G4 total offspring) than the crowding
(15G1) or control (0) groups. Females in the crowding
treatment eventually ceased reproducing (final number
of adults per cage: 9G1), verifying the stressfulness of
these conditions. We found that females showed
significantly different telomere changes among the
three groups (isotonic regression: E3

2Z0.29,
pZ0.007). Both the reproduction and crowding treat-
ment groups had a significant reduction in telomere
length compared with controls (figure 1a, Dunnett’s
t-test: pZ0.01 for both), and there was no difference
between the treatments (Tukey HSD: pZ0.99). When
pooled, the two stress treatments were significantly
shorter than controls (tZ2.86, pZ0.002). The
differences between the treatment and control groups
were partly due to the shortening of telomeres of
females in the treatment groups (tZK1.87, pZ0.05
for pooled data), and also an unexpected increase of
the telomeres over time in the controls (tZ3.52,
pZ0.02). The telomere lengths of females in the
reproduction treatment were significantly shorter than
males in this treatment (figure 1, tZ2.62, pZ0.02).
Biol. Lett. (2007)
Unlike females, the males showed differences
between the two treatment groups, such that the males
exposed to crowding had shorter telomeres than those
in the reproduction treatment (figure 1b, tZ1.83,
pZ0.05). The telomeres of males in the crowding
treatment did not change over time (tZ0.40, pZ1.00),
whereas those in the reproduction treatment showed an
unexpected tendency to increase (tZ2.69, pZ0.08;
figure 1a,b), similar to control females.
4. DISCUSSION
Females in both the reproduction and crowding
treatments had a significant reduction in telomere
length compared with controls. This difference was
due to telomere attrition in the treatments and also
an unexpected increase in the telomeres in the
control females. Telomere lengthening with age has
been observed in some cross-sectional studies (Hall
et al. 2004), and longitudinal studies have also
found telomere lengthening for some individuals
(Gardner et al. 2005; Martin-Ruiz et al. 2005). The
dynamics of telomeres of house mice have never
been investigated before, to our knowledge, and it
could be that telomeres increase through restoration
when stress is minimized, which may be more
probable in a laboratory setting (e.g. telomerase
may continue to function and restore telomere
length with low oxidative stress). An important
caveat is that, like most studies on telomere
dynamics, we cannot exclude the possibility that
changes in telomeres were due to shifts in the
composition of cell subtypes over time.

Exposing females to males resulted in telomere
attrition both with and without crowding, which
means that reproductive stress is sufficient to explain
our results. Crowded females produced fewer off-
spring, and eventually ceased reproducing, but we
cannot rule out potential stress effects from reproduc-
tion. Thus, the effect of crowding on females is
unclear. Also, the source of stress in both treatments
may have been sexually aggressive males rather than
elevated reproduction per se (male mice are often
sexually coercive). Socio-sexual aggression may be a
normal component of female’s costs of reproduction,
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though it should be possible to differentiate effects

from sexual coercion versus reproduction using sterile

males or artificial fertilization.

We also found that the telomeres of the males,

unlike females, showed a difference between the

reproduction and crowding treatments. This result

was probably due to crowding, because the only

difference between these treatments was crowding,

and the reproduction treatment was probably not

particularly stressful for males (males provide no

parental care). Interestingly, this difference between

the treatments was due to an unexpected telomeric

increase for males in the reproduction group rather

than a decline in the crowding group (this increase is

not significant using a directed test, as we predicted a

decrease over time, though it is significant if one applies

a two-sided test). Thus, crowding did not cause

telomere attrition for males, but it apparently interfered

with telomere restoration that occurred when they were

not crowded. The telomeric increase for males in the

reproduction was opposite that of females in this

treatment, and was comparable to the control (non-

stressed) females. These results suggest that crowding

stress hinders the restoration of telomeres.

In summary, our results support the hypothesis

that stress affects telomere dynamics and the idea that

telomere length might indicate an individual’s

exposure or resistance to oxidative stress (Epel et al.
2004). Since males and females responded differently

to reproductive and crowding stress, our results might

also help explain sex differences in telomere length

and why these differences develop over time (Cherif

et al. 2003). Finally, reproduction reduces longevity

in mice and other species (Russell 1964; Roff 1992),

especially in females (Penn & Smith 2007), and our

results suggest that telomeres might play a role in

mediating such life-history trade-offs.
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